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Abstract: The disposal of industrial and mineral processing residues represents a major concern for
human health and the environment as a whole. In order to reduce the impact on soil and groundwater
due to the waste leachability, the implementation of environmental regulations worldwide has
favored the conversion of the disposal techniques from wet to dry (i.e., dry stacking or dry disposal).
Such a change in the storage practice may cause the increase of particulate matter (PM) emission
from the dry surfaces of the tailings exposed to wind erosion. Considering the significance of the
environmental issue on a global scale and the increasingly stricter orientation of environmental
policies, the need for modeling tools capable of estimating the contribution of tailing basins to air
pollution becomes apparent. The paper deals with the disposal of red mud resulting from the bauxite
processing in the alumina industry. An experimental research was carried with an environmental
wind tunnel to estimate the Emission Factor (EF) of the basin surfaces as a function of the main
affecting variables (i.e., residue water content and wind velocity). The article reports the results of
the experimental test carried out on the red mud from a major basin located in Sardinia (Italy).

Keywords: industrial wind erosion; particulate matter (PM); emission factor (EF); tailings basins; red
mud; PM emission factor; environmental impact

1. Introduction

The disposal of industrial and mineral processing residues may represent a major
environment concern when considering the permanent impact on soil and groundwater
due to the leachate filtration through the landfill bottom, as well as the temporary impact
on the atmosphere due to the emission of particulate matter (PM) before final capping
and revegetation [1,2]. In Europe, the incorporation of the EU Directive [3] into the
member states national regulation and the inherent implementation of pertinent BATs
(Best Available Techniques) [4] have favored the conversion of the disposal methods from
wet (marine discharge and lagooning) to dry (dry stacking and dry disposal). Such a
change in the storage practice results in the reduction of the leachability but also in a
potential increase of PM emission from the dried surfaces of tailings exposed to wind
erosion [5–7]. In fact, due to the significant extent of the of the disposal areas, as well as to
the grain size distribution of the disposed residue, unfavorable meteorological conditions
(high temperature, low humidity, intense solar radiation, and wind speed) may cause
the emission of large quantities of fine and extra-fine particles (PM10 and PM2.5), which
sometimes include inhalable hazardous compounds.

The research hereby discussed specifically deals with the disposal of the residue (red
mud) originated from the Bayer process (i.e., production of alumina from bauxite ores).
The red mud is composed of fine and very-fine particles and typically presents the mineral
composition reported in Table 1 [8]. Table 2 reports the inhalable hazardous substances
in the red mud according to international and national indicators: International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC) [9] classification and Inhalation Unit Risk (IUR) [10,11] for
carcinogenic substances and Reference Concentration (RfC) [10,11] for toxic substances.
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Table 1. Typical mineral composition of the red mud. LOI (loss on ignition) represents the organic
and inorganic carbon and water that is chemically bound in the minerals.

Red Mud Components Typical Content

Fe2O3 41%
Al2O3 16%
Na2O 4%
SiO2 10%
CaO 9%
TiO2 9%
LOI 10%

Others 1%

Table 2. Inhalable hazardous substances in the red mud according to IARC (International Agency
for Research on Cancer), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System—United States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA)), and ISS & INAIL (Istituto Superiore di Sanità & Istituto Nazionale per
l’Assicurazione contro gli Infortuni sul Lavoro—Italy).

Hazardous Substance IARC [9] IRIS [10] ISS & INAIL [11]

Arsenic—As 1 IUR IUR, RfC
Beryllium—Be 1 IUR, RfC IUR, RfC
Cadmium—Cd 1 IUR IUR, RfC

Nickel—Ni 1 — IUR, RfC
Lead—Pb 2A — IUR, RfC

Mercury—Hg 3 RfC RfC
Chromium—Cr 2 — RfC

Hexavalent Cromium—CrVI 1 IUR, RfC IUR, RfC
Copper—Cu — — RfC

Manganese—Mn — RfC —
Antimony—Sb — — IUR, RfC
Selenium—Se 3 RfC IUR, RfC
Thallium—Tl — — IUR, RfC
Vanadium—V — — IUR, RfC

IARC (classification of carcinogenic substances); Inhalation Unit Risk (IUR) (estimate of the increased cancer risk
from inhalation exposure to a concentration of 1 µg/m3 for a lifetime); Reference Concentration (RfC) (estimate of
a continuous inhalation exposure to human population that is likely to have no appreciable risk of dangerous
effects during a lifetime).

A production of mud ranging from 0.7 to 2 tons is actually associated to each ton of
alumina, depending on the bauxite characteristics and the processing parameters [12]. In
the absence of economically advantageous reuse or recycling alternatives [13,14], the red
mud is disposed in Bauxite Residue Disposal Areas (BRDAs). Currently, about 80 alumina
plants are active worldwide, with an annual production of residue around 200 million tons
(Mt) [15] (Bauxite tailings tonnage was estimated by applying an overall ratio of 1.5 to the
alumina production [7,16]). At the present time, the total waste stored in the BRDAs is
about 4.5 Bt, which is calculated by summing the production of the last twelve years to the
amount stored up to 2008 [16].

Considering the significance of the issue on a global scale and the increasingly stricter
orientation of international environmental policies towards a progressive reduction of
harmful emissions generated by industrial activities [4,17], the need for reliable modeling
tools capable of estimating the contribution of tailing basins to PM air pollution becomes
apparent. An experimental research was carried out by means of an environmental wind
tunnel, which aims at estimating the Emission Factor (EF) of red mud surfaces exposed to
wind erosion as a function of the main affecting variables: mud water content and wind
speed. Starting from the conceptual model already proposed in Dentoni et al. [18], which
is summarized in paragraph 2, the article discusses the results of the experimental test
carried on red mud samples from a major BRDA located in south-eastern Sardinia (Italy).
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The experimental plan has been implemented by means of the Environmental Wind Tunnel
(EWT) recently designed and built at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineer-
ing and Architecture (DICAAR) of Cagliari University. The experimental procedure and
the apparatus set up, thoroughly described in Dentoni et al. [19], were designed on the
basis of consistent literature regarding the emission of PM from different types of erodible
surfaces [20–25].

Terminology

Mud particles: elementary particles that form the red mud, individually obtained by
suspension of the mud in water.

Plastic mud: mud with water content between the plastic and the liquid limit.
Mud crust: solid state mud (i.e., with water content below the plastic limit) resulting

from drying processing.
Crust particles: fragments of crust consisting of dried aggregates of elementary

mud particles.
Particles assemblage: set of crust particles and mud particles in a dry state.

2. The Conceptual Emission Model

The emission of fine particles from an erodible surface can be initiated either by
aerodynamic forces (direct entrainment of particles with diameter less than 70 micron)
or by the impact caused by the wind-driven hopping motion (saltation) of sand-sized
particles [26–28]. The impact of the saltating particles over the surface produces the
expulsion of fine particles (bound to the surface by cohesive forces) and the disintegration
of the saltating grains with production of dust (i.e., smaller particles). Many studies have
analyzed the influence of the variables affecting the emission phenomenon for a variety
of erodible materials [24,29–33]. It is well known that, among other factors, the moisture
content plays a fundamental role in triggering the emission [34,35], particularly when the
erodible surface is made of fine and very fine particles, as in the case of tailings basins.

The conceptual emission model hereby discussed [18] is based on the observation that
the surface of a tailings’ deposit assumes relatively homogeneous physical characteristics
during rainfall periods, when the humidity of the mud is high (wet season), whereas it
is composed of areas with very different physical and emissive characteristics following
periods of long exposure to the drying action of the wind and the sun (dry season). Accord-
ing to that, an emission trigger condition has been defined (ON/OFF condition), which is
determined by the moisture level of the mud at the surface. In the ON condition, the basin
surface can be discretized into three types of emitting surfaces: crust without cracks (S1),
crust with cracks (S2), and particles assemblage (S3). Sources of type S1 and S2 are the result
of natural drying processes, favored by specific meteorological conditions. Assemblages
of free particles (S3) are formed by wind transport and accumulation in morphologically
depressed areas. The free particles are aggregates of mud particles and originates from the
mechanical disintegration of dried crusts (i.e., wind action on the cracks’ thin edges; effect
of hails and heavy rains; personnel and vehicles traveling across the basin surface; etc.).

Each type of surface is characterized by its areal distribution over the deposit surface
and a specific value of the emission potential. The application of the proposed conceptual
model involves the preliminary discretization of the basin surface by means of a square
mesh of arbitrary size and the analysis of the mud surface within the mesh cells:

• if a cell contains only one solid continuous element, the surface is assigned to the
category S1 (crust without cracks),

• if a cell contains a countable number of continuous solid elements, the surface is
assigned to the category S2 (crusts with cracks), and

• if a cell contains an infinite (very large) number of continuous solid elements, the
surface is assigned to the category S3 (particle assemblage).
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The emission rate (E) (g s−1) of the entire surface is then calculated according to
Equation (1):

E =
3

∑
i=1

EFi · Ai , (1)

where Ai represents the sum of the areas (m2) of the i-type surfaces (Si), and EFi is the
corresponding Emission Factor (g·s–1·m–2).

For a given deposit, the discretization of the surface into the sub-emitting areas (S1,
S2 and S3) can be defined by means of appropriate visual tools (i.e., analysis of aerial
photographs), while the emission factors EFi are expressed by general algorithms as a
function of the material physical properties and the wind velocity. Figure 1 shows the
discretization of a portion of a red mud surface into emitting sub-areas of type S1, S2,
and S3.
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The emission factors EFi in Equation (1) were experimentally determined on red
mud samples subjected to the erosive action of the ABL (Atmospheric Boundary Layer)
simulated in the DICAAR EWT [19]. Figure 2 represents the satellite image of the Sardinian
BRDA in the Portovesme industrial site (Italy), where the characteristic parameters of the
ABL were previously estimated [5,6,8,18,19]. The samples to be tested were prepared in
the DICAAR laboratory with the red mud from the Sardinian deposit.

The emission tests were carried out on samples of crusts without cracks (S1) and
particles assemblage (S3), while the emission model described by equation (2) was assumed
to represent the emission of crusts with cracks (S2). In fact, based on the observation that
cracks are grooves totally or partially filled with free particles/particles aggregates, they
can be described as two-dimensional elements of particle assemblages of fixed width
(W) and length per surface unit equal to L. Assuming the emission factors of S1 and S3
are known (EF1 and EF3, respectively), the emission factor of S2 (EF2) can be calculated
according to Equation (2):

EF2 = EF1 + k L EF3 , (2)

where k is a constant parameter that preliminary can be assumed equal to W, under the
following simplifying assumptions:

• cracks with fixed width (W),
• cracks filled up with particles assemblages.
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Figure 2. Satellite image of the Sardinian Bauxite Residue Disposal Area (39◦10′53′ ′ N 8◦24′30′ ′ E).

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. The DICAAR Environmental Wind Tunnel

The experimental tests aimed at defining the emission factors EF1 and EF3 were carried
out in the EWT recently designed and built at the DICAAR’s laboratories (Cagliari, Italy).
The schematic representation of the tunnel is reported in Figure 3, where four main sections
of the tunnel are distinguishable: convergent section (CS), flow development section (FDS),
test section (TS), and drive section (DS).
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Architecture (DICAAR)
Environmental Wind Tunnel (EWT).

The FDS section is designed in accordance to the indications of White and Mounla [36],
in order to obtain the complete development of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL)
before the TS section. Spires of appropriate size are installed at the entrance of the FDS
section to accelerate the growth rate of the ABL [37]. Three-dimensional elements of
appropriate size are attached to the FDS floor to simulate the roughness of the erodible
surface under investigation. A niche is provided in the pavement of the TS section to
insert a tray containing the sample, so that the sample surface and the tunnel floor form
a continuous surface of equal roughness. The sample tray is 0.50 m long and 0.20 m
wide, as to account for the effect of saltation (i.e., wind-driven hopping motion of coarse
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particles/fine particles aggregates which lay on the sample surface) [32]. The test section
also houses the air intake lines, which are connected to the measuring instruments outside
the tunnel: a Pitot tube anemometer and two dust analysers (DustTrak DRX 8533, TSI,
Shoreview, USA). A 5.5 kW axial fan is finally installed in the DS section to provide the
required wind flow.

The configuration described above has been recently integrated with a feeding system
at the beginning of the FDS to allow the conveyance of sand-sized particles and simulate
the effect of saltation in the test section. This recent integration was developed to evaluate
the ejection effect of hopping particles, in the absence of free particles on the sample surface.

3.2. Wind Tunnel Set Up

For the purposes of the experimental plan hereby discussed, the tunnel was set up to
reproduce the characteristic ABL observed above the flat surface of the Sardinian BRDA.
The wind speed was measured at two different heights to obtain the mean value of the
friction coefficient α in the Power Law Wind Profile (Equation (3)):

u = ure f

(
z

zre f

)α

, (3)

where u is the wind velocity at the height z, and uref the wind velocity at the reference
height zref. A characteristic friction coefficient (α = 0.10) was calculated with Equation (4):

a =
ln(u1)− ln(u2)

ln(z1)− ln(z2)
. (4)

In order to simulate the required ABL, two spires of height 53.0 cm (hS) and base
3.5 cm (bS) were installed at the tunnel entrance. The two-dimensional parameters were
calculated by means of the following Equations (5) and (6) [37]:

hs =

(
1.39 δ

1 + α
2

)α

, (5)

bs

hs
= 0.5

ψ
(

H
δ

)
1 + ψ

(1 +
α

2

)
, (6)

where α is the required friction coefficient (0.10 in this case), and δ is the ABL thickness
inside the tunnel (corresponding to zref in Equation (3)), uδ is the wind velocity at δ
(corresponding to uref in Equation (3)), and ψ is a function of α e δ [37]. The ABL thickness
δ was set at 40.0 cm from the tunnel floor, about half the tunnel height [38].

The tunnel floor was coated with an 80-grit sandpaper (corresponding to particles size
around 200 micron) to simulate the roughness of the red mud surface along the FDS.

Wind speed tests were performed at the test section to verify the consistency of the
simulated wind profiles: the results proved the tunnel to be capable of simulating the
required ABL for operating condition of the fan between 15 and 45 Hz, which correspond
to mean velocity at 40 cm (z = δ) in the range 5.47–18.29 m·s–1.

3.3. Preparation of Samples

The experimentation was carried out on representative samples of the two types of
surface S1 and S3 (laboratory samples), which were prepared in the DICAAR laboratories
starting from the mud in its plastic state collected on site (at the Sardinian BRDA). The
main properties of the red mud in its plastic state were primarily estimated (particle-
size distribution, specific weight of grains, water content, and porosity). Actual samples
of crusts and particle assemblages (field samples) were also collected at the BRDA, in
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order to identify the physical characteristics of the emitting surfaces to be reproduced in
the laboratory.

3.3.1. Samples of Particles Assemblages

The field samples of particle assemblages were characterized according to their
particle-size distribution (PSD) and physical properties. Table 3 represents the mean PSD
of the field samples obtained by dry sieve analysis [39], which allows the characterization
of the particles assemblage without disintegrating the aggregates formed by elementary
particles bound together by surface forces (inter-particles forces). Table 4 reports the mean
values of the physical parameters assumed as target values to process the 5 laboratory
samples to be tested in the environmental wind tunnel.

Table 3. Mean particle size distribution of field samples (S3—particles assemblage).

Diameter (mm) <0.125 0.125–0.250 0.250–0.500 0.500–1 >1
Mean frequency (%) 37 22 20 18 3

Table 4. Mean values of the field samples physical parameters (S3—particles assemblages).

Apparent Dry Density ISO
11272:2017 [40] (kg·m−3)

Moisture
Content 1 (%) Void Radio 1

Mean value 1200 3 1.6
Standard deviation 50 1.3 0.5

1 The void index and moisture content were calculated with reference to a value of particles density equivalent to
that of the crusts, assuming that the particles assemblages are formed by aggregates of particles deriving from the
disintegration of crusts.

The laboratory samples were prepared according to the following procedure:

1. Oven-drying of the mud at 40 ◦C, for the time necessary to obtain a crust with the
density value close to that of the field samples.

2. Manual disintegration of the crust (with pestle and mortar) and subsequent granulo-
metric analysis of the granular material, until a particle-size distribution equivalent
to that of the field samples is obtained.

3. Material arrangement in the sample tray and thickening up to dry density equivalent
to that of the field samples.

4. Wetting up to the required experimental moisture content, as defined in the experi-
mental plan. Each sample was then left in a sealed container for a period of 12 h to
favor the homogenization of the water content.

3.3.2. Samples of Crusts

The mean physical parameters of the crusts collected at the BRDA are reported
in Table 5. The laboratory samples were built by subjecting the dried and disintegrated
material obtained through the steps 1 to 3 of the procedure above described to the following
additional processing steps:

1. Surface wetting up to water content of about 30% (corresponding to that of the mud
in its plastic state).

2. Exposure to solar radiation and wind (natural drying process) to obtain crusts with
specific weight and moisture content comparable to those of the field samples.

Previous studies have discussed the effect of carbonation/decarbonation in the forma-
tion of surface aggregates [41–43]. The specific role of atmospheric carbon dioxide on the
formation of crusts is not discussed in this article. However, the crust samples were built
under natural environmental condition, thus the results of the experimental test hereby
reported are implicitly affected by carbonation.
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Table 5. Mean values of the field samples physical parameters (S1—crust without cracks).

Apparent Dry Density ISO
17892-2:2014 [44] (kg·m−3)

Moisture
Content (%) Void Radio

Mean value 1700 3 0.8
Standard deviation 73 1.5 0.2

Figure 4 shows the images of the 2 type of laboratory samples (S1 and S3).
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3.4. The Experimental Plan

The wind tunnel tests were carried out both for particles assemblages and crusts with
wind friction velocities (u*) in the range 0.23 to 0.54 m·s–1. The experimental u* values were
obtained by fitting the log-law profile equation (i.e., Law of the Wall) with the wind speed
values measured in the tunnel, downstream of the test section: they correspond to wind
velocity at 40 cm (δ) in the range between 5.44 m·s–1 and 16.19 m·s–1.

A moisture content (w) from 0 to 24% was investigated for particles assemblages, after
the preliminary validation of the OFF condition (i.e., zero emission) for samples with 30%
water content. For each combination u*-w, the wind speed and the PM concentration were
measured downstream of the test section in 9 points between 2.5 and 40 cm (δ) along the
tunnel vertical axis of symmetry. The set of measurements was repeated for each of the
5 samples of particles aggregates (1350 measurements).

The tests on the mud crusts (with w = 3%) were carried out both with and without the
conveyance of additional saltators (F = 7 g·s–1 of sand-sized particles with d = 200 µm), in
order to investigate the effect of saltation in the lack of free bouncing particles/aggregates
on the crust surface. Each set of measurements (the 9 measurement points above mentioned)
was repeated for the 3 samples of crusts (324 measurements).

3.5. Estimate of PM10 Emission

The PM10 emission rate (E) has been estimated in accordance to the control volume
method proposed by Roney and White [20], where the control volume is the product of the
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surface of a given erodible surface A by the height of the boundary layer generated in the
tunnel (δ). The emission rate E is expressed by Equation (7):

E =
1
A
(mout −min), (7)

where mout and min are, respectively, the mass flow of particle matter exiting and entering
the control volume and are calculated through Equations (8) and (9):

mout =
∫ δ

0
coutuout W dz, (8)

min =
∫ δ

0
cinuin W dz , (9)

where cout and cin are the PM concentration values measured downstream and upstream of
the test section, respectively (from 0 to δ); uout and uin are the corresponding velocity values
(i.e., measured at the corresponding points); W (0.20 m) is the sample’s width; δ (0.40 m) is
the depth the simulated ABL (maximum height of the ABL reproduced in the tunnel test
section). The concentration cin was assumed to be equal to the background concentration
monitored before each test, which was always less than 0.03 mg·m–3. The velocity profiles
upstream and downstream of the test section were assumed to be coincident. The emission
rate E, expressed as mass of particulate matter (PM) emitted by the surface unit in the unit
time (g·m–2·s–1), is given by Equation (10), where L (0.50 m) is the sample’s length.

E =
1
L

∫ Hδ

0
(coutuout − cinuin) dz. (10)

Figure 5 shows the longitudinal cross section of the DICAAR EWT, with the indication
of measurement instruments before and after the sample tray.
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4. Results
4.1. Emission Rates of Particles Assemblages

Based on the measurement results, the mean profiles of PM10 concentration (CPM10)
were elaborated for each u*-w pair in the experimental plan. Figure 6 shows the mean
concentration profiles for the investigate values of u* and w = 0%, with the exception of
u* = 0.23 m/s, as the concentration value were ≈0 along the entire tunnel height. Each
CPM10 value diagrammed in Figure 6 (with different color, depending on the experimental
shear velocity) is the arithmetic mean of the time-averaged concentration values measured
in the same point.

The unitary emission rates (EPM10) reported in Table 6 were calculated for each u*-w
combination by means of Equation (10): the data confirms the EPM10 growth with increasing
friction velocity and decreasing water content.
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Table 6. Calculated values of emission rates (EPM10) for each u*-w combination in the experimental
plan (S3).

u* uδ u10 EPM10 (mg·m–2·s–1)

m·s–1 m·s–1 m·s–1 0% 2% 8% 16% 24%

0.23 5.47 7.13 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.27 7.63 9.48 1.10 0.58 0.06 0.08 0.05
0.34 9.82 12.20 8.26 2.89 1.25 1.05 0.33
0.40 11.93 14.83 21.17 10.14 5.90 3.62 0.49
0.48 14.11 17.66 32.47 29.93 19.76 9.66 5.83
0.54 16.19 20.08 72.63 65.22 30.95 28.72 10.70

4.1.1. Emission Rates vs. Wind Velocity

According to the scientific literature, the emission rate can be described by the general
power law E = a · u*

b [30]. With reference to the investigated values of surface moisture
content, Table 7 and Figure 7 summarize the results of the power law fitting to the ex-
perimental data: a very good correlation (R2 between 0.98 and 0.99) was found between
the emission rate (EPM10) and the shear velocity (u*) for all the experimental values of
moisture content.

Table 7. Results of the power law fitting to the experimental data (S3)—E = a · u*
b.

w a b R2

0% 1595 5.1 0.98
2% 3516 6.5 0.99
8% 732 5.1 0.98

16% 5290 8.5 0.99
24% 659 6.6 0.98
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4.1.2. Emission Rates vs. Surface Water Content

The correlation between the unitary emission rate (EPM10) and the water content (w)
was also analyzed for all the experimental friction velocities except for the lowest value
(0.23 m·s–1), as in that case the emission was found negligible. A very good negative
correlation was found (R2 between 0.91 and 0.99) by fitting the general equation E = a · bw

to the experimental data. The results are reported in Table 8 and graphically represented in
Figure 8.

Table 8. Results of the power law fitting to the experimental data (S3)—E = a · bw.

u* (m·s–1) a b R2

0.27 1.1 0.72 0.99
0.34 8.2 0.62 0.94
0.40 19.2 0.84 0.91
0.48 33.4 0.93 0.99
0.54 72.6 0.93 0.95
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4.1.3. Emission Rates vs. Surface Water Content and Shear Velocity

A bivariate analysis was performed to express the dependence of the unitary emission
rate on the water content and friction velocity in a single equation EF = f (u*, w). A
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commercial curve fitting and data analysis software (CurveExpert Professional) was used to
analyze the experimental data. Equation (11) consistently describes (R2 = 0.98) the emission
factor of the particles assemblages.

EF = a ub
∗c

w. (11)

The values of the parameters a, b, and c in Equation (11) depend on the physical
characteristics of the material (grain-size, surface roughness, particle density, and inter-
particle forces). In the case study hereby discussed, they assume the following values:
a = 2417, b = 5.7, and c = 0.93. The emission factor (EF) is graphically represented in Figure 9.
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4.2. Emission Rates of Crusts

Insignificant values of PM10 concentration were measured for crusts in the absence of
the additional saltators; hence, no dust profiles are provided in this case.

Table 9 reports the values of the unitary emission rate (EPM10) of crusts subjected
to the additional flow of saltating particles (S1). Its dependence on the friction velocity
(u*) is consistently described by the equation EF = a · u*

b (R2 = 0.94, a = 516, b = 5.9),
which represents the emission factor for crusts without cracks, as defined in the conceptual
emission model. Figure 10 reports the graphical representation of the Emission rate (EPM10)
of crust samples with additional saltators (S1).

Table 9. Calculated values of emission rates from crust samples with additional saltators (S1).

u* uδ u10 EPM10

m·s–1 m·s–1 m·s–1 mg·m–2·s–1

0.23 5.47 7.13 0.00
0.27 7.63 9.48 0.55
0.34 9.82 12.20 2.69
0.40 11.93 14.83 3.10
0.48 14.11 17.66 4.85
0.54 16.19 20.08 13.86
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5. Discussion

The main result of the study hereby discussed is the definition of the algorithms that
describe the emission potential of a BRDA (Equation (1)). The Emission Factors (EFs) result-
ing from the experimental tests appear reliable, considering the number of measurements
performed for each condition and the low statistical dispersion of the results.

In particular, the tests performed on mud crusts proved that, despite their very low water
content, crusted surfaces only emit if subjected to the impact of saltating particles [32,45].
Under natural conditions, the saltating particles are represented by free particles aggregates,
which mainly derive from crusts disintegration. In such a condition, the emission potential
is described by the exponential function EF = a · u*

b, where a and b are the site-specific
parameters. The experimentation can be eventually finalized by verifying the validity of
the prediction model proposed for crusts with cracks (i.e., Equation (2)), aimed at defining
the value of the parameter K, which in this phase is assumed equal to the average cracks
width (W).

The results of the tests performed on particles assemblages were found in accor-
dance with previous experimental studies [21,24,30,31,46]. It was found that the equation
EF = a ub

∗cw consistently describes the emission from particles assemblages, where the
parameters a, b, and c are specific for the bauxite residue. The same experimental procedure
can be applied to different tailings to estimate the corresponding site-specific parameters
(a, b, and c).

It should be noted that the application of the proposed methodology also requires
the preliminary characterization of the approaching wind profile (ABL) and its correct
simulation by means of an Environmental Wind Tunnel (EWT).

In conclusion, the following practical implications derive from this research study:

• the definition of a general methodology to be applied to fugitive dust sources (open
storage, mine dumps and waste deposits);

• the availability of a specific conceptual emission model for tailings (very fine erodible
material with unlimited emission potential) (Equation (1));

• the availability of specific algorithms (EFs) to be used as input parameters in the
prediction of PM air dispersion (i.e., implementation of dispersion modeling codes),
typically required within the Environmental Impact Assessment procedures (EIA) [3];

• the availability of a practical operative tool for the estimation of the moisture cut-off
grade, which guarantees the respect of the concentration limit values established by
law [3] at a given receptor and for a given wind velocity.

With reference to the last point above mentioned, the attached reference document
(Table S1) reports the calculation of the moisture cut-off grades (w) as a function of the
wind velocity (u10) measured at 10 m above the basin surface, under the assumption of
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uniform emitting surface of particles assemblages (S3) and predicted value of threshold
emission rate E = 2 (mg·m–2·s–1). The threshold emission rate (E) corresponds to a PM10
concentration at a given hypothetical receptor equal to the limit value established by law [3]
and depends on the specific case under investigation (source’s areal extent, source-receptor
distance, orography of the impact territory, meteorological conditions, etc.). The threshold
emission rate (E) can be calculated by performing a back analysis with an appropriate
dispersion modeling code [47].

6. Conclusions

An experimental research was carried out to estimate the emission potential of a red
mud basin (i.e., Bauxite Residue Disposal Area) exposed to wind erosion (i.e., industrial
wind erosion). PM10 emission tests were performed by means of an environmental wind
tunnel to define the Emission Factors (EFi) of three types of emitting surfaces: crust without
cracks (S1), crust with cracks (S2), and particles assemblage (S3).

The three Emission Factors are integrated into a single equation that describes the
overall emission of a tailings basin surface as a function of the wind velocity and the mud
moisture content. The experimental results were found statistically reliable and consistent
with the scientific literature.

The proposed emission model has general validity and may represent a valuable con-
tribution to the environmental impact assessment (EIA) studies regarding the management
of tailings basins, which commonly require the implementation of dispersion modeling
codes to predict the PM air dispersion within the impact territory on the base of consistent
site-specific emission factors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/min11040405/s1, Table S1: Calculation of the moisture cut-off grades when the predicted
threshold value of PM10 emission rate is E = 2 mg·m–2·s–1.
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